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TOWARDS A FUNCTIONAL CALCULUS
FOR SUBNORMAL TUPLES:

THE MINIMAL NORMAL EXTENSION

JOHN B. CONWAY

Abstract. In this paper the study of a functional calculus for subnormal n-

tuples is initiated and the minimal normal extension problem for this functional

calculus is explored. This problem is shown to be equivalent to a mean approx-

imation problem in several complex variables which is solved. An analogous

uniform approximation problem is also explored. In addition these general re-

sults are applied together with The Area and the The Coarea Formula from

Geometric Measure Theory to operators on Bergman spaces and to the tensor

product of two subnormal operators. The minimal normal extension of the

tensor product of the Bergman shift with itself is completely determined.

An «-tuple of commuting operators S = (Sx, ... , Sn) on a Hubert space %?

is subnormal if there is an «-tuple N = (Nx, ... , N ) of commuting normal

operators on a Hubert space X that contains %? such that for 1 < j < n,

Nj£? ç ß? and S¡ = N\ß?. For any commuting «-tuple of operators S

there is a notion of spectrum, the Taylor spectrum of S [30] (also see [12]),

denoted by er(S). This spectrum is a nonempty compact subset of C". In

this general theory it is possible to define </>(S) for any function <f> analytic in

a neighborhood of ct(S) . This functional calculus generalizes the usual Riesz

functional calculus for a single operator. When S is assumed to be a subnormal

«-tuple, however, a much richer functional calculus is possible. In this case 0(S)

can be defined for functions <f> that are weak* limits of analytic functions and

4>(S) becomes a subnormal operator. The central question in this development

is "What are the properties of this operator <p(S) and what are the relations

between the operator and the function <f> ?"

More generally, if S is an «-tuple and <f>l, ... , <p axe analytic functions de-

fined in a neighborhood of the Taylor spectrum of S, then 4>(S) = (<f>x (S), ... ,

</> (S)) is a commuting ^-tuple of operators. If S is subnormal, then <f>(S) can

be defined for 4> = (<pl, ... , <f> ) consisting of functions that are weak* limits
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of analytic functions. What are the properties of this g-tuple </»(S) and what

are the relations between this g-tuple of operators and the family of functions

0?
If S is a single subnormal operator on a Hubert space %? and N is its

minimal normal extension acting on 3?, then a functional calculus for S was

studied in [11] and further extensions were explored in [14, 15, 18]. These

results illustrate an intimate connection between subnormal operator theory and

analytic function theory. In a sense the present paper is an attempt to extend

and explore the results of [11] and its progeny in the context of subnormal «-

tuples. The difficulty in this enterprise is that, unlike the study of the functional

calculus for a single operator, the required function theory is not available. In

[11] heavy use was made of the work of Sarason [29] characterizing the weak-

star closure of the polynomials in L°°(p) for an arbitrary compactly supported

measure on C. The work of Chaumat [6] extending the results of Sarason to

the case of rational functions was the core of the function theory used to extend

[11]. Thus the development of the functional calculus for a single subnormal

operator could be carried out on a landscape richly colored and sparkled by

function theoretic gems. In the present situation, the answers to the requisite

questions in several complex variables lie in dark shadows amidst the hueless

multidimensional unknown.

In spite of the lack of function theory several results can be obtained for tu-

ples. In particular, the minimal normal extension of </>(S) can be characterized.

There is, however, a difficulty here in that this characterization is given in terms

of the disintegration of a measure and such a disintegration is difficult to com-

pute when given a fixed measure and function. Nevertheless for certain specific

(and important) cases these computations can be performed. In particular, by

using The Area Formula and The Coarea Formula, subnormal tuples on Hardy

spaces and Bergman spaces can be given a rather complete discussion.

Computations aside, this result has theoretical importance and usefulness.

In fact these methods were used in [9] to study single subnormal operators and

recapture one of the main theorems of [11]. More recently this method was

used [16] to give another proof of the main result of [18] as well as to give some

small improvements.

The results in this paper were announced in [10].

This paper is not the first to study «-tuples of subnormal operators. In [31],

Keren Yan showed that a subnormal «-tuple has a nontrivial invariant subspace.

In [13 and 25] the spectral properties of subnormal tuples are studied.

This paper is organized as follows. In § 1 some preliminary material is pre-

sented. In particular, the problem is stated precisely and its equivalence to

an L approximation problem is shown. In §2 an analogous uniform approx-

imation problem is treated. Positive solutions to the uniform approximation

problem give positive results for the operator theory problem, so this section is

not a detour. It is also pointed out that this problem in uniform approximation
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is, in the special case of a polydisk, equivalent to questions about interpolating

sets in the torus.

§3 contains the solution to the minimal normal extension problem (Theorem

3.5). The previous minimal normal extension results are limited to functions

that are weak* limits in L°°(p) of rational functions. The present results apply

to bounded functions that are also L (p) limits of rational functions.

§4 considers the subnormal «-tuple S defined by multiplication by the co-

ordinate functions on the Bergman space L2a(G) for a bounded open set G in

C" . With the aid of The Area Theorem and The Coarea Theorem the neces-

sary disintegration is carried out. If (f> = (<f>x, ... , (¡> ) is a q-twp\e of bounded

analytic functions on G, it is shown (under some conditions) that (f)(N) is the

minimal normal extension of 0(S) if q = n and it is not the minimal normal

extension if q < « .

In §5 the results of this paper are applied to the study of the tensor product

of two subnormal operators. For subnormal operators 5, and S2, the question

is whether Nx <g> N2 is the minimal normal extension of Sx <g> S2 ; if not, what

is the minimal normal extension of Sx <g> S2 ? As it turns out, it is rare that

Nx ® N2 is the minimal normal extension of Sx ® S2. (It might be pointed out

that there exists a paper in print that claims to show that Nx <g> N2 is always the

minimal normal extension of Sx ®S2 .) For example, if S is the Bergman shift,

then N <g> N is not the minimal normal extension of S <g> S ; with the aid of §4,

however, the minimal normal extension of S ® S can be determined explicitly.

1. Preliminaries

Let S = (Sx, ... , Sn) be a subnormal «-tuple acting on a Hubert space %?.

Amongst all the normal extensions N = (Nx, ... , Nn) of S there are minimal

ones, characterized by the requirement that Jf, the space on which N acts,

does not contain any proper subspace that contains %? and simultaneously

reduces each operator N.. Just as in the case of a single subnormal operator, any

two minimal normal extensions of a subnormal «-tuple are unitarily equivalent.

For information on a single subnormal operator the reader can consult [7] and

for subnormal «-tuples see [12]. For general information on operator theory

see [8].

Note that under these conditions each operator S, is subnormal. It is

known [22] that there are commuting subnormal operators Sx and S2 such

that (Sx, S2) is not a subnormal pair. However there are necessary and suffi-

cient conditions on an «-tuple of commuting subnormal operators for it to be

a subnormal «-tuple (see, for example, [3, 20]).

If S is a subnormal «-tuple with minimal normal extension N, then C*(N),

the C*-algebra generated by Nx, ... , Nn , is an abelian C*-algebra and is thus

isometrically isomorphic to the algebra of continuous functions on its maximal

ideal space. But since this algebra is generated by Nx, ... , Nn, its maximal

ideal space is homeomorphic to a compact subset X of C"  and C*(N)  is
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isometrically isomorphic to C(X) in such a way that the operator Nj corre-

sponds to the coordinate function z.. The set X is called the joint spectrum

of N. Also the von Neumann algebra generated by N{, ... , Nn, W*(N),

is an abelian von Neumann algebra and so it is isometrically isomorphic to

L°°(X, p), where p is a regular Borel measure on X. Moreover, this isomor-

phism extends the previous one so that each N. corresponds to the coordinate

function z •. This isomorphism is, moreover, a weak* homeomorphism. If

4> e L°°(p), then the image of 4> m W*(N) is denoted by <£(N). This map
(j> -, (f>(N) is the standard functional calculus for normal «-tuples.

Define

&(S) = {(pe Lcc(p) : (j>(N)ßr ç ß?} .

The Taylor spectrum of S is a compact subset Y of C" and if <j> is analytic

in a neighborhood of Y, then <f> e 3Î = ¿%(S). This fact, as well as the

relevant definitions, can be found in [12]. A knowledge of the Taylor spectrum

is not needed here and the above result is only mentioned so as to establish that

M contains many functions besides the polynomials. In fact, it is a result of

Putinar [25] that X ç Y ç X, the polynomially convex hull of X. Therefore

P(X), the uniform closure of the polynomials in C(X), is contained in 31.

1.1 Proposition. 3l(ß) is a weak* closed subalgebra of L°°(p) and the map

<t> -> <f>(N)|^ is an isometry and a weak* homeomorphism of ¿%(S) onto a

weak* closed subalgebra of the commutant of S.

Proof. See p. 207 of [7].   D

Define ¿%(Syq' to be the collection of all ^-tuples of functions <¡> = (4>l, ... ,

<pq) with 4>j in ¿?(S) for each ;. For <j> in 3?(S){q), define <f>(S) to be

the #-tuple (<f>x(S), ... , 4> (S)); 4>(S) is a subnormal g-tuple with <£(N) =

(</>,(N), ... , 0?(N)) as a normal extension. The central question addressed in

this paper is "What is the minimal normal extension of </>(S) ?" In particular, is

0(N) the minimal normal extension of <f>(S) ? The next result is a reformulation

of Proposition 2.4 on p. 128 of [7]. The proof is analogous.

1.2 Proposition. If <p = (d>x, ... , 0 ) e 3l(Sfq), then the minimal normal

extension of <j>(S) is the restriction of </>(N) to the subspace

\¡{(t>x(N)*"1 ■ • • ̂ (N)*"«Ä : « 6 SIT and h, > 0,  1 < j < q).

The following example illustrates the connection with approximation prob-

lems in several complex variables.

1.3 Example. Let X be a compact subset of C" and let p be a positive

measure supported on X . Let R (X, p) be the closure in L (p) of the rational

function with poles off X . For 1 < j < « , let S¡ : R2(X, p) -+ R2(X, p) be

defined by 5-/ = z/. Then S = (5,, ..., Sn) is a subnormal «-tuple with
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minimal normal extension N = (Nx, ... , Nn) on L2(p), where N¡f = z J for

/ in L2(p). In fact, if JV is the smallest reducing subspace for Nx, ... , Nn

that contains R2(X, p), then JV must contain polynomials in zx, ... , zn as

well as their conjugates. By the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem, ¿V - L2(p). In

this situation, W*(N) = L°°(p) and ¿F(S) = L°°(p) n R2(X, p). If 0 €

¿%(S)(q), then the determination of the minimal normal extension of 4>(S) is,

by Proposition 1.2, equivalent to the approximation problem of determining

the closed linear span in L (p) of

{4>x ' • • • 4> "h : h is a rational function with poles off

X axidnj>0,  I < j < q} .

In particular, is this closed linear span equal to L (p) ?

Another example related to the preceding one (and equivalent to it if « = 1 )

is the following.

1.4 Example. Let A" be a compact subset of C" and let p be a positive mea-
2 2

sure supported on X . Let A (X, p) be the closure in L (p) of the functions

analytic in a neighborhood of X. For 1 < j < n, let S¡ : A (X, p) —> A (X, p)

be defined by SJ - z,f. Then S = (Sx, ... , Sn) is a subnormal «-tuple with
2 /■

minimal normal extension N = (N{, ... , Nn) on L (p), where N-f — z.f

for / in L2(p). Here &(&) = A2(X, p) n L°°(p).

The next example, the tensor product of two subnormal operators, is an

important special case.

1.5 Example. Let Tx and T2 be subnormal operators on S?x and ß?2 with

minimal normal extensions M{ and M2 on ^ and Ji2. Let ß? = ß?x <g> ß?2,

Sx = r, ® 1, S2 = 1 ® T2, Jf = ^ ®^2, TV, = A/-! ® 1, and N2 = 1 ®M2. Then

(Nx , TV2) is the minimal normal extension of the pair (Sx, S2). If <j>(zx, z2) =

zxz2, then </>(Si,S2) — Tx ® T2 and the above question, in this situation,

becomes: What is the minimal normal extension of Tx ® T2 and when is it

equal to Mx ® M2 ?

If, in Example 1.5, T = Tx = T2= the operator defined as multiplication by

z on La(D), the analytic functions on the open unit disk D that are square

integrable with respect to area measure, then the question is "What is the min-

imal normal extension of T ® T ?" Indeed, this is the original question that

prompted this work. Since L^(D)®L^(D) = L2a(B2), this question is equivalent

to finding the closed linear span of

{{Jx~z~2)nzx z2 : n, m, k > 0}

in L2(D2). This problem will be completely solved in §5 by using The Coarea
2      2

Formula. In particular it will be seen that this closed linear span is not L (D ).
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2. Uniform approximation

In this section a type of uniform approximation problem in several complex

variables is considered. Rather than consider the most general situation, we will

restrict our attention to a particular case.

For a compact subset X of C" let R(X) be the uniform closure of rational

functions with poles off X. Fix compact subsets X and Y of C" such that

X ç Y and let <p e R(Y)(q) for some q > 1 ; let

séQ(X ,Y;<¡>) = span{/^' ■■■'%<: f e R(Y) and «, > 0 for 1 < ; < q}

in C(X), and let

sé (X, Y ; <t>) = the uniform closure of sé0(X, Y; <f>)

in C(X). So sé(X ,Y\(j)) is the smallest closed subalgebra of C(X) that

contains the rational functions with poles off Y as well as the conjugates of

cßx, ... , <¡>q . If Y = X, let sé(X ; tj>) = sé (X, X ; <f>). A typical possibility for

X and Y occurs when X is arbitrary and Y is the polynomially convex hull

of X, X.

A problem related to the central question of this paper is to determine

sé (X, Y ; <f>). In the case of a single variable this problem is essentially solved

in [24].

The relation of this problem to the one asked in the introduction of this paper

is established by taking Y to be the Taylor spectrum of a subnormal «-tuple

and X to be the joint spectrum of its minimal normal extension. In fact, if

sé (X, Y ; 4>) = C(X), then positive information is obtained about the minimal

normal extension problem as the next result illustrates.

2.1 Proposition. Let S be a subnormal n-tuple with minimal normal extension

N and let X and Y be the Taylor spectrum of N and S, respectively.   If

<f> e R(Y)iq) and sé(X, Y ; 4>) = C(X), then 0(N) is the minimal normal

extension of 0(S).

Proof. Let Jf be as in Proposition 1.2. Clearly ¿V is invariant for t//(N) for

every y/ in sé (X, Y ; <j>). If sé (X, Y;4>) = C(X), then z] e sé (X, Y; </>)

and so Jf reduces N¡ for each j. Since N is the minimal normal extension

ofs,./r = jr.  d

For a subalgebra sé of C(X), a subset E of X is a set of antisymmetry

for sé if the only functions in sé that are real-valued on E are those that are

constant on E (see [19 or 17, p. 60]). Let F be the collection of maximal sets

of antisymmetry for sé (X, Y ; 4>). The Bishop-Stone-Weierstrass Theorem [4]

states that each set E in f is a compact subset of X, W forms a partition

of X, sé (X, Y ; <p)\E is closed in C(E), and if / e C(X) such that f\E e
sé(X, Y;cf>)\E for every E in r, then / e sé(X, Y ; <p). Also, if F is a

closed subset of X which is the union of maximal sets of antisymmetry, then

sé(X, Y; 4¡)\F is closed in C(F) [19, Theorem 3.4],

For each C = (Cx, ■ ■ ■ , Q in Cq , let Xr = X n <p~x(Q .
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2.2 Lemma. If E e<£, then there is a constant £ in Cq such that E ç X,.

Thus each X, is a closed set which is the union of maximal sets of antisymmetry.

Proof. Since each </>. and its conjugate belong to sé (X, Y ; <j>), the real and

imaginary parts of each </5. are in sé(X, Y; </>). Hence <f>. must be constant

on each set of antisymmetry for sé (X, Y ; <f>).   D

For each £ in Cq , let R(X¡. ; Y) denote the uniform closure in C(X¡.) of

the rational functions with poles off Y. (If X, is empty, then R(X, ; Y) and

C(X,) are empty.)

2.3 Proposition. A function f in C(X) belongs to sé (X, Y ; (¡>) if and only

if f\Xc e R(XC ; Y) for every £ in £q .

Proof. Because <j> is constant on X¡., f\X¡. e R(X¡. ; Y) for every / in

séQ(X, Y ; <f>) ; thus sé(X, Y; <¡>)\XC ç R(X^;Y). But sé(X, Y ; </>)\Xz is
closed [19, Theorem 3.4]. Since sé (X, Y\</>) clearly contains the rational func-

tions with poles off Y, the reverse inclusion in valid. Hence sé (X, Y\$)\X,=

R(X¡. ; Y). Now let / e C(X) such that f\X( e R(X¡. ; Y) for every £. Then

f\Xç esé(X,Y; (¡))\XC. By Lemma 2.2, f\E esé(X,Y, <p)\E for every max-

imal set of antisymmetry E. By the Bishop-Stone-Weierstrass Theorem, / e

sé(X,Y;(f)).    D

2.4 Corollary, sé (X, Y ; <f>) = C(X) if and only if R(XC ; Y) = C(X¿) for all

£ in Cq.

The next result follows from Theorem 4.11 below. A proof will be given,

however, in order to maintain the connectedness of the exposition. Moreover

this proof is simpler than the proof of Theorem 4.8.

2.5 Theorem. If X has a nonempty interior, q < n, and <p e R(Yfq\ then

sé(X,Y;<j))7éC(X).

Proof. There is no loss in generality in assuming that each of the functions </>

is not constant. Thus at least one partial derivative dk(f>i is not identically 0;

without loss of generality, it may be assumed that dn</>   is not identically 0. Let

U be a polydisk with cl U ç intX such that \dn<pq\ >S>0oxiU.LetaeU

and put £ = 4> (a).   By the Implicit Function Theorem, there is a polydisk

W in C"_1 , a disk D in C, and a function / analytic in a neighborhood

of c\W suchthat a e K = <f>~\Ç) n c\(W x D) = {(w, f(w)): w e c\W} C

U. Since K is contained in the polydisk U, K ç U ç int X. Thus each

function from R(Y) can be approximated uniformly on K by polynomials.

Thus sé0(X, Y- cj>)\K ç sé (K, K-,<]>)= sé (K, K-, (<px, ... , <j>Q_x)) since <¡>q is

constant on K.

If sé(X, Y;<p) = C(X), then it follows that sé(K,K; (<t>x, ... , 4>q_x)) =

C(K). If F(w) = (w, f(w)) for w in cl W, this implies that

se (cl W, cl W ; ((ßl o F, ... , <¡>q_x o F)) = C(cl W).
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The proof can now be completed by induction on the number of variables. If

« = 2 (the first case that makes sense), then q = 1. So if sé(X, Y ; <¡>) = C(X),

it follows that C(c\(W) = sé(c\ W, cl W ; 0) = P(cl W), a contradiction. Now

assume that the theorem is valid for some « > 2 and assume that X ç Y ç
Cn+l. If sé(X, r;<7i) = C(X),then

C(clW)=sé(c\rV,clW;(<PxoF,...,<plq_x o F))

and q - 1 < « , contradicting the induction hypothesis.   D

If q = «, it does not necessarily follow that sé (X, Y ; <p) - C(X). The

functions 0   could fail to be linearly independent, for instance.   More can

go wrong. For example, let X = Y = the closed polydisk in C and let (f>x

and (f>2 be the polynomials 4>x(z,w) - zw and 4>2(z,w) - z2w. Here

X0 = (clO x {0}) U ({0} x clD) and clearly R(XQ ; Y) ¿ C(XQ). By Corollary

2.4, sé(X,Y;<p)¿C(X).
The exact determination of which tp in R(Y)" satisfy sé(X, Y; <f>) = C(X)

seems difficult, even if X = Y = a polydisk. Some sufficient conditions, how-

ever, can be given. For example, if <f> is such that for every £ in C" the set

4>~l(Q is a finite subset X, the sé(X, Y ; <¡>) = C(I).

What happens if iritX = 0? It may be that jar* (JT, y ; 0) = C(Z) even

when q < « . The following is an example.

2.6 Proposition. Let K be a compact subset of C such that 0 £ K, let X =

dB x K, and let Y be the polynomially convex hull of X. If (f>(z, w) - zw ,

then sé(X, Y; </>) = C(X).

Proof. Note that 0 £ 4>(X) and for any £ in <p(X), Xc = {(z, £/z): z e dB
and z/£ G A^}. For fixed £ and any polynomial p(z, w), p(z, £/z) is a

rational function in z whose only poles are at 0 and oc. But such rational

functions are dense in C(dB) and so R(X¡.; Y) = C(X¡.) for every £. By

Corollary 2.4, sé (X, Y ; 0) = C(X).   D

To simplify the final discussion of this section, assume that X = (dB)" and

y = clD" . If 4>x, ... , 4>q e A(Bn), the polydisk algebra, then sé(X, Y ; </>) is

the uniformly closed linear span in C((dB)") of

{p<))x ■ ■ ■ <$>q : «j■ > 0 and p is a polynomial} .

The level sets X^ are subsets of the distinguished boundary X = (dB)" . Since

each of the functions 0. is constant on X, and sé(X, Y ; (p)\Xz is closed,

we see that sé(X, Y; 4>)\X¡. = A(B")\XÇ = P(X¡.). Hence the condition in

Corollary 2.4 that P(X() = C{X¡-) is the condition that X^ is an interpolating

set for the polydisk algebra (see [26] for the definitions). Conditions on a subset

of the torus that guarantee that it is an interpolating set are unknown, aside from

the generalities found in [26]. With extra assumptions about </>, certain cone

conditions can be given on X^ so that it is an interpolating set (see [28, p. 164]

for further information).
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It is not hard to see that

sé ((dB)2, clD2 ; zw) = C((dB)2)

and

sé ((dB)2, clD2 ; z - w) ¿ C((dB)2).

3. The minimal normal extension

In this section the minimal normal extension of </>(S) is determined in full

generality for any tfi in ¿%(S) . The main tool for this is the disintegration

of measures. The following version of this theorem will be used (see [ 1 ] or p.

58 of [5]).

3.1 Theorem. Suppose X and Z are compact metric spaces and p is a positive

regular Borel measure on X. If 4>: X -, Z is a Borel map and v — p o cp~l,

then there exists a unique mapping £ —► k¡- of Z into M(X) satisfying the

following:

(a) A{ > 0 and ||A{|| = 1 for all £ in <t>(X).

(b) For f in C(X), £^/z/í/A, isa v-integrablefunction on Z.

(c) kr is carried by 4>~X(Q for all £ in Z (so k¡.-0 if £ £ 4>(X)).

(d) p = fkcdv(Q.

(The meaning of(d) is that for every f in C(X), f f dp = /[/ fdk^]dv(Q.)

It is worth noting that the measure v is also uniquely determined by the

conditions (a) through (d). That is, if a measure k and a function £ —► n¡. axe

given satisfying the above conditions, then k - v and Af = «^ a.e. v .

With the notation of the preceding theorem, if g e L2(p), then ¡\g\2 dp =

/[L-'(n \g^^r]dv(Ç) (see [5, pp. 60-61]). With this in view, it is not difficult

to show that L2(p) consists of all equivalence classes of Borel functions g on

X such that for [v] a.e. £, g\<j)~x(Q e L2(k¡.) and £ —> L-un \g\2 dk^ belongs

to Lx(v). This can be expressed using the language of direct integrals by the

equation L (p) = fmL (k¡)dv(Q. It is possible to avoid this language and

the theory of direct integrals will not be used here. Often, however, there are

conceptual advantages in thinking in terms of direct integrals.

The notation used in the introduction and § 1 will be temporarily abandoned

here in that X will not always denote the joint spectrum of N and p will not

always be its scalar-valued spectral measure. Instead, use the Spectral Theorem

for commuting «-tuples of normal operators and modify standard results about

single normal operators (for example, see [8, p. 279]) to obtain the following.

3.2 Theorem. If N = (Nx, ... , Nn) is a commuting n-tuple of normal op-

erators on a separable Hubert space, then there is a compact metric space X,

bounded Borel functions X\ > • • • » X„ on X > and a regular Borel measure p on

X such that each Nj is unitarily equivalent to multiplication by y   on L (p).
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In most of the applications here, X will indeed be the joint spectrum of

N, the functions y will be the coordinate functions z., and p will be the

scalar-valued spectral measure for N. Using the notation of Theorem 3.2, if

X = (X\ j • • • > X„) > then, in general, p°x~ is the scalar-valued spectral measure

for N and the joint spectrum of N is the ¿¿-essential range of x ■

If S is a subnormal «-tuple with minimal normal extension N and N is

represented as in the preceding theorem, then each S¡ is defined by multiplica-

tion by Xj on some closed subspace ß? of L (p) that is invariant under this

multiplication. Some important facts are gathered together in the next theorem.

3.3 Theorem. Let X be a compact metric space and p a regular Borel measure

on X, and let N denote the n-tuple of normal operators defined on L (p)

by multiplication by the bounded Borel functions x,■. !<;'<«; put x -

(X\, ■■■ > Xn) ■ If SP isan invariant subspace for N such that N is the minimal

normal extension of S = the restriction of N to ß?, then

& (S) = {y/ : y/ is a bounded Borel function on Z and (y/ o x)Stf ç ßff }.

For this section fix the notation introduced in the preceding theorem. Also

introduce the algebra

¿B(S) = {(¡) e L°°(X ,p):<f>ß?cß?}.

Note that if y/ e &(S), then y/ox e &(S), but that not every function in &(S)

will arise in this way. Nevertheless, as mentioned before, all the applications

given later in this paper will satisfy ^(S) = âê(S).

Fix 4> = (<j)x, ... , <j) ) in ^(S)(?) and let Z = the //-essential range of 4> in

C*. Let p = L-hn ^c dv(Q be the disintegration of p with respect to <p, where

v = p o (f)~ . It is useful to fix each </>. as a specific bounded Borel function

defined everywhere on X, rather that some //-equivalence class of functions.

For each £ in Z , let X¡. = <p~x(Q and for / in L2(p) let f¡. = f\X¡.. (Once

again a representative of / in L (p) is being chosen. It is pertinent to observe

that it may be that each X¡. has p measure 0, so that this representative of /

must be fixed. A consequence of the disintegration of measures is that even if

each X¡. has measure 0, the measure p can be recaptured from the measures

kr on X*. So, gentle reader, with the observation that this implies that A^ is

not the restriction of p to Xr, we will temper our measure theoretic comments

and leave the implementation of these amenities to you.)

Now fix a countable dense subset ß?0 of ßf ; for convenience assume that

^ is a complex-rational manifold. Define

(3.4) Jfc = the L2(kç) closure of {«f : h e ß?0}.

3.5 Theorem. If <f) e &(S)(q) and ^ is defined as in (3.4), then the mini-

mal normal extension of the subnormal q-tuple </>(S) is the q-tuple of normal
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operators defined by multiplication by the functions <\>- on the space

JÍ = {feL2(p):fíeJíía.e.[v]}.

Proof. By Proposition 1.2 it must be shown that the space 3? defined above is

equal to the space

jy = \lßnxl ■■■$nq*h:heß?,  \<j<q, and nj > 0} .

First note that for each j, Jf reduces multiplication by <¿ . In fact, if

f e 3Í and £ e Z such that fc e ^, then the fact that <j)j = £; on X¡.,

the support of A(, implies that (0;./)( = £;./{ and (4>jf)r = Ijfr • Hence 4>jf

and <\>j e 3? whenever f e St, and so %f reduces each </>..  But JV is

the smallest subspace of L (p) that contains Sif and reduces each </>;., so that

JITçjf.

Now let f e3i such that fLJV . It will be shown that / = 0. For « in

ß? and nonnegative integers «,,..., «? , we have <f>q • ■ ■ <pq"h e JV and so

0 = (T:---^h,f) = l((Tl1---Tgih)r,fi)rdv(Q,

where (•, •), is used to denote the inner product in L (k¡.). But each ¿ is

constantly equal to £   on the carrier of A^. Thus this equation becomes

o=lrx'---r;(hc,fc)cdu(o.

But ßf is invariant under multiplication by 0 so that « in this equation can

be replaced by 4>™' • • • 0"1«« for any choice of mx, ... , m . Doing this and

again using the fact that each <¿   is constant of the carrier of A{ we get

0 = |£V--£^C---£^(«f,/i>^(£).

This implies that for every « in ßf and every polynomial P in £[,...,£,

£j, ... , Xq , 0 = / P(£, £)(«£, /f )f dv(Q . By the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem,

(«ç, /f )f = 0 a.e. [v]. Since ß?Q is countable, this implies there is a Borel set

ÁCC? with ^(A) = 0 and such that (h¡., f¡.)¡. = 0 for all £ not in A and all

h in ß?0. But / e 3Z and this says that /c±^ for £ not in A. Thus /f = 0

a.e. \v\ and so / = 0.   D

3.6 Corollary. (/j(N) is the minimal normal extension of <j)(S) if and only if

the space J?, defined in (3.4) equals L2(k¡.) a.e. [v].

It is worthwhile interpreting this theorem and its corollary for special cases.

Indeed, this is precisely the purpose of the remainder of this paper. Presently

this is done for Example 1.3.
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3.7 Corollary. Let X, p, and 0 be as in Example 1.3 and let p - J Af dv(Q

be the disintegration of p with respect to 4>. The minimal normal extension of

the q-tuple of subnormal operators defined by multiplication by ¿. on R2(X, p)

is the q-tuple of multiplication by <$>. on the space

{/ e L2(p) : fc = f\<p~x(C) e R2(X, Af) a.e. [u]}.

3.8 Corollary. Let X, p, and <f> be as in Example 1.3 and let p = jk,dv(Ç)

be the disintegration of p with respect to <j>. The minimal normal exten-

sion of multiplication by <p(S) on R2(X,p) is 0(N) on L2(p) if and only

ifR2(X,kz) = L2(kc) a.e. [i/].

New information is gained for single subnormal operators from Theorem 3.5.

Indeed, for any subnormal operator S, Theorem 3.5 determines the minimal

normal extension of (¡>(S) for any function <f> in the restriction algebra of S

(see [7] for the definition). We give the next corollary as an illustration. (The

general case can be easily obtained by the interested reader after the appropriate

notation is established.)

3.9 Corollary. If p is a compactly supported measure on C, P2(p) is the

closure of the analytic polynomials in L (p), S is defined as multiplication by

z on P (p), 4> e P (p)nL°°(p), and p = /k¡. dv(Q is the disintegration of p

with respect to 4> > men M^ on L (p) is the minimal normal extension of <f>(S)

if and only if P2(k() = L2(k¡.) a.e. [v].

In the notation of Corollary 3.9, it was shown in [11] that if 0 e P°°(p),

then the minimal normal extension of M, on P (p) is M, on L (p) provided

4> is not constant on any component of the Sarason hull of p (see [11 or

7] for the definitions). Corollary 3.9 says that the same conclusion holds if

<f> e P2(p) n L°°(p) provided <j> is not "too constant"; that is, provided </>_1(£)

is not very large for too many £ . A direct proof of the result for <f> in P°°(p)

using the techniques of this paper can be found in [9]. This result from [11]

has been extended in [18] and most recently the main result of [18] was given

a proof using this technique of disintegration in [16].

4. Operators on a Bergman space

In this section Theorem 3.5 will be applied to the study of multiplication op-

erators on the Bergman space La(G), for G a bounded open subset of C" . The

main tools in this application are The Area Formula and The Coarea Formula.

For the reader's convenience we state these results below in the form needed.

A readable reference is [23].

To fix some notation, let sén denote Lebesgue measure on C". (Realize

that this is 2«-dimensional Lebesgue measure. In what follows all dimensional

statement are to be taken as complex dimensional statements.) If G ç C" , then

LP(G) denotes the Lp space of the restriction of sén to G. If <t>: G -, Cq is
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a smooth mapping and q < n, then Jq(f>(a) is the ^-dimensional Jacobian of

4> at a in G ; this is defined as the maximum ^-dimensional volume (that is,

<¡r-dimensional Hausdorff measure) of the image of a ^-dimensional cube in C"

under the differential Dtp1 (a) (see [23, p. 25]). Jq4>(a) turns out to be the sum

of the squares of the determinants of the (2q x 2q) real submatrices of D<f>(a),

when 4> is considered as a mapping from R " into R q . In the case that <j> is

analytic (the case of interest tous), D<p(a) is the qxn complex matrix [dk<¡>¡],

where dk denotes the derivative with respect to zk and </> = (<f>x, ... , <j> ) (see

[21, p. 42]). It follows (again see [21, p. 42]) that Jq<j>(a) is the sum of the

squares of the absolute values of all the q x q complex submatrices of [dk<p •].

In particular, Jn(t>(a) = \det[dk<f)j]\ .

4.1 The Area Formula. If G is an open subset of C" and 0 : G —> Cn is a

Lipschitz mapping, then for any / in L (G),

[ f(JJ)dsén(z)= f £{/(z):<¿(z) = £}¿K,(£).
JG JC

4.2 The Coarea Formula. If G is an open subset of C", q < « , and (j>: G -,

Cq is a Lipschitz mapping, then for any / in L (G),

ff(Jq<p)dsén= i     j      f(z)dHn_q(z)
JG        q JC    J<t>-[(Q

dséK),q

where   H       denotes   (« - q)-dimensional Hausdorff measure.     (Actually

(2« - 2i?)-dimensional real Hausdorff measure.)

The two formulas stated here could be combined into one if O-dimensional

Hausdorff measure is taken to be counting measure.

The reader might be struck by the similarity of these two formulas with the

disintegration of measures. Indeed, the uniqueness of the disintegration of a

measure implies that these two formulas give the disintegration of sén \ G with

respect to 4>, after suitable normalization. There is a difficulty here, however. It

may be that the normalization cannot be carried out. For example, if <^> : G —» C"

and Jn(j) is 0 on a set of positive sén measure, then we will not be able to

"divide" by Jn4> and carry out this normalization. This is, however, the only

impediment. The proofs of the next two propositions are exercises in measure

theory.

4.3 Proposition. If in 4.1 JJ>(z) > 0 a.e. [séj, then for f in LX(G)

I fdK = / £{/(z)//>(z): cj>(z) = Ç}dsén(Q.
JG JC"

4.4 Proposition. If in 4.2 J è(a) > 0 a.e. [séj, then for f in LX(G)

Í fdK= I   \f       f(z)IJq<P(z)dHn_q(z)
JG JC \J4-\Z)

dséq(Q.
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With this done, the disintegration of sén with respect to <f> can be found.

The next proposition is a consequence of the uniqueness of the disintegration

of a measure.

4.5 Proposition. If G is an open subset of C" and <j>: G -, Cn is a Lipschitz

mapping such that Jn(j> > 0 a.e. [sén] on G, then the disintegration of sén\G

with respect to 4> is given by

sén\G = Jkzdv(Q,

where dv(Q = A(Qdsén(Q with A(£) = Y.{[JJ(z)Vx : 4>(z) = £} and dk¿z)

= A(ÇrlZ{[Jn<t>(z)]-lô2:<P(z) = t}-

4.6 Proposition. If G is an open subset of C", q < n, and <f>: G —> Cq is a

Lipschitz mapping such that J ó > 0 a.e. [sén] on G, then the disintegration

of sén\G with respect to <f> is given by

Jén\G = Jkcdu(0,

where du(Q = A(Qdséq(Q with A(£) = f^iQ[Jqcf>(z)]-x dHn_q(z) and

dk¿z)=A(Q-x{Jq<$>(z)YxdHn_q(z) on 4>~X(Q.

One of the principal results of this section can now be presented. To state

this result, another function theoretic concept must be introduced.

4.7 Definition. If G is a bounded open subset of C" and {a} is a discrete

sequence in G, then {a.} is said to be weakly interpolating if {{/(a,)}: / e

H°°(G)} is weak* dense in /°° .

A sufficient condition for a sequence {a.} to be weakly interpolating is that

for each / > 1 there is a function / in H°°(G) such that f(a¡) = 1 and

f(üj) = 0 for j ^ i. Since we are assuming that G is bounded, this implies

that all finite sequences in G axe weakly interpolating. In fact, for any finite

subset {ax,...,am} of G, {(f(ax), ... , f(am)): f e H°°(G)} = Cm .

If n = 1, every zero sequence of a bounded analytic function on G is weakly

interpolating. For « > 2 there seems, at first, to be a paucity of candidates for

weakly interpolating sequences. The next lemma is pertinent to this paper and

at least suggests one place to look for weakly interpolating sequences.

4.8 Lemma. If G is an open subset of C" and </>: G —* C" is an analytic

mapping, then there is a subset A of C" with sén(A) = 0 and such that for every

£ not in A, </>"'(£) is a discrete sequence in G.

Proof. Let G = (J*^ K-, where, for each j > 1, K is compact and K ç

Kj+X.   Since <f> is analytic, (p\ixitK-  is Lipschitz.   Hence the Area Theorem

implies oo > / Jn<t>dsén = /c„ #(0~ (£) n intA^) dsén(Q , where for any set E,

ME) is the number of points in E when E is a finite set, and #(£) = oc if E
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is infinite. Thus #(</> '(£) nintA ) < oc a.e. [sén] and so there is a measurable

set Aj with sén(Aj) = 0 and such that #(</>"'(£) n intKj) < oo for £ i A¿. If

A = \J*LX A , the lemma is proved.   D

The next theorem is one of the main results of this paper. The preceding

lemma says the hypothesis of this theorem is not outlandish. In fact, it may

be that this hypothesis is always satisfied; I know of no example in which it is

not. After the theorem we will see a sufficient condition for the hypothesis to

be fulfilled.

4.9 Theorem. Let G be a bounded open subset of C", let 4>x, ... , <pn e

H°°(G), and define tf> = (0,, ... , (f>n) : G -, C" ; assume that Jn§ is not con-

stantly 0 on any component of G. If there is a measurable set A contained

in Cn with sén(A) = 0 such that for £ ^ A, </>~ (£) is a weakly interpolat-

ing sequence, then the minimal normal extension of (M^ , ... , M^) acting on

L2a(G) is (M^,..., M¿) acting on L2(G).

Proof. First observe that Jn<p > 0 a.e. [sén]. In fact, the function z -,

det[dk(pj(z)] is analytic on G and not identically 0 an any component of G.

By 14.4.9 of [27], JJ> > 0 a.e. [sén]. Thus the disintegration of sén\G is given

by Proposition 4.5. Let k¡. and v be as in 4.5.

By hypothesis, there is a measurable set A with J^(A) = 0 such that <fT (£)

is a weakly interpolating sequence when £ £ A. But if £ £ A, A, and counting

measure on </>_1(£) are mutually absolutely continuous. Thus L°°(k¡.) and /°°

are naturally isomorphic and weak* homeomorphic. Since (f>~ (£) is weakly

interpolating if £ ^ A, H°°(G)\<t>~ (£) is weak* dense in L°°(A{). Using the
2

notation (3.4), this implies Jf, = L (k.) if £ £ A. By Corollary 3.6, the

theorem follows.   D

As stated before the theorem, I have no example in which the hypothesis

of Theorem 4.9 is not satisfied. In light of Lemma 4.8, this question may be

phrased as follows. If </»: G —> C" is an analytic mapping, £ e C" , and </>_1(£)

is a discrete sequence, must it be that </>_1(£) is weakly interpolating?

Here is a sufficient condition for the hypothesis of the preceding theorem to

be satisfied.

4.10 Corollary. Let G and $ be as in Theorem 4.9 and in addition assume

that /G Jn(j)dsén < ex). Then the minimal normal extension of (M, , ... , M, )

acting on La(G) is (M, , ... ,Mtj)) acting on L2(G).

Proof. Using The Area Formula and the hypothesis, we get that

JM<f\Q)dsén(Q<oo.

Hence there is a set A with sén(A) = 0 and #(0~'(£)) < oc for £ £ A. The

corollary is now immediate from the theorem.   O
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The use of the hypothesis fG Jn4>dsén < oo seems somewhat simplistic. It is

used to conclude that #(</>_1(£)) < oo a.e. and hence P2(p) - L2(p) for any

measure p supported on 4>~ (£). Surely this is overkill, but there does not seem

to be a way at present to get around this without further advances in function

theory. Indeed, if F is an analytic variety in C" such that P2(p) = L2(p) for

every compactly supported measure p carried by F, then it is easy to see that

P(K) = C(K) for every compact subset K of F. Conditions on F that this

happen do not seem to exist.

The Coarea Formula will now be used to prove the following theorem.

4.11 Theorem. If G isa bounded open subset ofC", q < n, and <f>x, ...,</> e

H°°(G), then the closed linear span of [4>[l ■ • • <^<'« : h e L2a(G), «;- > 0, 1 <

j < q} is not equal to L (G).

A lemma must be established before proving the theorem.

4.12 Lemma. Let G be a bounded open subset of C", 4> e H°°(G), £ e

4>(G), and assume there is an open subset W of C"_1 and an analytic function

f:W -, C such that <p~x(Q = {(w, f(w)): w e W). If dn<p(w, f(w)) ¿ 0

a-Z- Wn-\] on W' Hn-\ iS (n-\)-dimensional Hausdorff measure on 0_1(£),

and « e L (Hn_x), then

I, hdH»-'- f JT'Tlftm^^rf^m-
U~'{Q Jw\dn(p(w,f(w))\ £J

Proof. Using the equation £ = <f>(w , f(w)), differentiation gives that for 1 <

j <n,

dn<f>(w , f(w))§^ = -dj<t>(w , f(w)).

But dj)(w, f(w)) ^0 a.e. [sén_x] on W by hypothesis. Hence

Qf _     dj4>(w , f(w))
dWj dj(w, f(w)) ■

But 4> '(£) isa (2« - 2) real manifold and so Hausdorff measure on </> '(£)

is surface measure. Thus for « in L (4>~ (£), Hn_x),

[       hdHn_x = / h(w,f(w))\JnF(w)\dsén_l(w),
Jé-l(C) Jw

where F(w) = (w , f(w)). Since F is analytic,

n-\

lVl = i+£-
j=i

df
dWj

n-l

= ' + E
j=i

dj<f,{W , f(w))

\dj(w,f(w))

= \dJ(w,f(w))\-2J2\dJ4(w,f(w))\2.

The lemma now follows.   D

7 = 1
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Proof of Theorem 4.11. Note that the case « = 1 does not make sense and so

we will assume that « > 2.

Let 3t = \l(4>nx ■ --Tg'h: « e L2a(G),  1 < ; < q, and «;. > 0} in L2(G).

If dn<pj = 0 for all ; , 1 < j < q, then clearly ¿% ̂  L (G) as each function

in Jif would then be analytic in the variable zn . Thus it can be assumed, by

renumbering if necessary, that dn4>q is not identically 0 on G. Therefore there

is a polydisk D and constants ô and M such that clD c G and 0 < ô <

\dn<j>q\ < M <oo on D.

Let Jt be the closed linear span in L2(D) of {<?!>"' ■■■4>"qh: h e L2a(G),

1 < J < Q, and «  > 0} . Suppose the conclusion of the theorem is false and

Jf = L2(G). It follows that Jf = L2(D).

Since D is a polydisk whose closure is contained in G, it must be that Jf,

and hence L (D), is the closed linear span {<f>x • • • <¿ *p : /? is a polynomial and

«   > 0 for 1 < j < q]. Let p = sén\D. By Proposition 4.6 the disintegration

of p with respect to (f>   is given by p = /k^dv(Q , where Af = [Jx$q]~XHn_x
_I 2

on <f> (£) (except for a normalizing constant), 7,0 = *Tfc l^^^l , and ^ is

the restriction of j/, to Z = 4>q(D).  (Since the measure [Jx4>qVlHn_x is a
2

nonzero scalar multiple of the actual k¡., the L closure of any set yields the

same set of functions for either measure; thus we can safely assume that A{ =
_i 2

[Jx<t>Q]   Hn-i ■) For £ in Z , let Jf, = the closed linear span in L (A.) of the
2

polynomials with complex rational coefficients. Since ^# = L (D), Corollary
2

3.6 implies that Jf^ = L (k¡.) a.e. [v].

Now fix any point a in D and let £ = </>q(a) ; assume that a was chosen

so that J!, = L2(k¡.). The Complex Implicit Function Theorem implies there

is a polydisk W in C"_1, a disk A in C, and a function / analytic in a

neighborhood of c\W suchthat a e 4>qx(Ç)n(WxA) = {(w , f(w)): w e W) .

By the preceding lemma, if h e L (k¡-\W x A), then

¡hdk^j       h\Jx<pq\-XdHn_{
J J<t>„ (C)

= / h(w , f(w))\dncp (w , f(w))\~2 dsén_x.
Jw

Hence   the   transformation   h    —>    h(w, f(w))    defines   an   isometry   of

¿VxA, A{) onto L2(W, \dn<f>q(w , f(w))\~2sén_x). Put F(w) = (w , f(w)) ;

the fact that JT¡. = L2(k¡.) implies that L2(W, \dn<f>q(w , f(w))\~2sén_x) is the

closed linear span of {p o F : p is a polynomial with complex rational coeffi-

cients}. Now for any polynomial p ,

(poF)(w)=p(wx, ... ,wn_l,f(wl,...,wn_l))

is analytic in a neighborhood of cl W since f is. Thus p o F can be approx-

imated uniformly on  W by polynomials.  This, combined with the fact that
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\dn<j) (w , f(w))\ 2 is bounded above and below on W, implies that

L2(W,sén_x) = P2(sén_x\W).

1 2
But this is a contradiction since P (sén_x\ W) = La(W) for any polydisk W in

5. The tensor product of two subnormal operators

In this section the tensor product of two subnormal operators is studied.

If Sx and S2 are subnormal operators with minimal normal extensions Nx

and N2, what is the minimal normal extension of Sx ® S2 ? Is it TV, ® /V2 ?

Theorem 3.5 can be used to answer this question and this can then be applied

to certain specific classes of examples such as operators on Bergman spaces.

Also, the results of §2 on uniform approximation can be applied to the study of

the tensor product of the operator multiplication by z on the Hardy space of

certain regions in C with an arbitrary subnormal operator. In this latter case

the number 0 plays a crucial role.

The first result will dramatically illustrate the importance of 0 to this problem.

5.1 Proposition. Suppose Sx and S2 are subnormal operators with minimal

normal extension Nx and N2. If Sx is not normal and N2 has a nontrivial

kernel, then /V, ® N2 is not the minimal normal extension of Sx ® S2 .

Proof. By hypothesis, ß?x ® ker N2 is a nontrivial subspace of ker(yV, ® N2);

clearly this space is also orthogonal to ß?x®ßf2 . Hence the restriction of Nx ®N2

to [ß?x   ® (ker N2)]    is a normal extension of Sx ® S2.   G

Fix the following notation for the remainder of this section. Represent the

subnormal operators Sx and S2 as multiplication by x¡ on the closed subspace

ß^ of L (X¡, p¡), i = 1, 2, where A. = M    on L (Xi, p¿) is the minimal

normal extension of S¡. Note that L (Xx, px)®L (X2, p2) — L (X, p), where

X = Xx x X2 and p = px x p2. (If «. : Xt■ —» C, a notational convenience is to

let hx ® «j denote the function from X into C defined by («, ® h2)(xx, x2) =

hx(xx)h2(x2).) Let ß? = ß?x ® ß?2; that is, ß? is the closure in L2(X,p)

of {hx ® «2: hi e S?¡}. Also if <j>: X -, C is defined by 4> = X\ ® X2 > tnen

Sx ® S2 = M, on ß? and A, ® N2 - M, on L2(X, p). As in Example 1.5,

(Nx ® 1, 1 ® iV2) is the minimal normal extension of the pair (Sx ® 1, 1 ® S2).

Let p = f krdv(Q be the disintegration of p with respect to 4>, define ^ as

in (3.4), and let

3? = {f e L2(X,p):f\4>-x(Qe^ a.e. [v]}.

The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.5.

5.2 Theorem. With the notation of the preceding paragraph, the minimal

normal extension of Sx ® S2 is multiplication by the function xx ® X2 on tne

space Jf.
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Now assume that Nx and N2 have no kernels. Thus pt(xt ({0})) = 0. It

follows that u({0}) = 0 and so it suffices to consider X, = <f>~ (£) only for

£ ^ 0. Note that if (xx, x2) e X, and £ ^ 0, then Xi(xx)x2(x2) - £ and so

X2(x2) = C/Xl{xl).

5.3 Theorem. Let Sx be a subnormal operator such that cr(Nl) C da(Sx) and

assume that inta(5¡) is connected, 0 e intrj(5j), and R(da(Sx)) - C(da(Sx)).

If S2 is any subnormal operator such that ker N2 = (0), then Nx ® N2 is the

minimal normal extension of Sx ® S2.

Proof. Again, maintain the notation fixed above and let K = a(Sx). If r is

a rational function with poles off K and p is any analytic polynomial of one

variable, then (roxx)®(po x2W Ç St and so r(xx)p(x2Wr Q -%[ ■ (Actually

the set S?Q must be carefully chosen so that r(xx)p(x2)S?0 Q S?Q when r and p

have rational coefficients. As stated before, these measure-theoretic points are

left to the reader.) But on X¡.,

(r ® p)(xx(xx)x2(x2)) = r(xx(xx))p(t/ xx(xx)) = f(xx(xx)),

for a rational function / whose poles lie in {0} U {C\^}. Note that if /

is any such rational function, then f(xx(xx)) - r(X\(xx))p(i/X\(x{)) for an

appropriate choice of r and p. Therefore if £ ^ 0, (f(xx) ® \)3£^ Q 3f¡. for

every rational function / whose poles lie in {0} u {C\AT}.

But the set of rational functions with poles in {0} U {C\A^} are dense in

C(a(Nx)) by hypothesis. Thus (f(xx)®i)3í!-Cz3í!. for every continuous / on

a(N{) and £ ^ 0. In particular, fj, ® l)3i( ç Jfy for £ ^ 0. Since 3? is
always invariant for A/v ® 1 = N, ® 1, this implies that J? reduces N. ® 1.

But also (^7* ® l)-^r Ç 3Tç for £ / 0 and since 3? reduces NX®N2, 3? must

be invariant for 1 ® yV2* = (A"1* ® l)(N* ® A2*). Thus 3t is reducing for both

Nx ® 1 and 1 ® A2. Since (Nx ® 1, 1 ® N2) is the minimal normal extension

of the pair (5, ® 1, 1 ® 52), this implies that 3Z = L2(p).   n

5.4 Corollary. If Sx is the unilateral shift of any multiplicity and S2 is any

subnormal operator whose minimal normal extension has no kernel, then Nx <8>N2

is the minimal normal extension of Sx ® S2.

For the remainder of this section, attention will be restricted to subnormal

operators whose minimal normal extension is cyclic; call such operators funda-

mental. For fundamental subnormal operators a more convenient representa-

tion of the minimal normal extension of the tensor product can be obtained.

If S is a fundamental subnormal operator, then N can be represented as mul-

tiplication by z on L (p) for some compactly supported measure p on C

and S is represented as multiplication by z on a closed subspace ß? of L (p)

such that zSif ç St. Moreover, this representation can be arranged so that

\ eß?. (This last fact is not so obvious; see [7, Exercise 7, p. 383].) Call this

a preferred representation of S. Note that for the preferred representation, Stf
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contains all polynomials in z . Later our attention will be further restricted to

the case where the subnormal operators are the natural ones on Bergman spaces

and Hardy spaces.

So assume that px and p2 axe compactly supported measures on C for

i = 1, 2, let Sifi be a closed subspace of L (p¡) such that zSifi ç ^ and

\eSTt; NJ= zf for / in L2(pi) and 5,« = zh for « in ßtr In light of
Proposition 5.1, it will be assumed throughout that

(5.5) px({0}) = p2({0}) = 0.

Retaining the notation introduced in the paragraph preceding Theorem 5.2,

we now have that Xi ç C and Xj(zj) = z¡ > î = 1,2. Also <f>(zx, z2) = zxz2.

For £ ¿ 0, 4>-x(0 = {(zx,z2): zxz2 = £} = {(z, £/z): z e Xx and £/z e

X2}. Let yf = {z e X, : £/z e X2} . Note that Yr is homeomorphic to çr'(£)

under the map z ^ (z, (,/z). Accordingly, there is a measure r\, on Y, such

that for every / in C(<ff~ (£)),

(5.6) [       fdkc= Í f(z,C/z)dn

From (5.6) we have that the map « -, h(z, £/z) defines a unitary operator

from ^ onto

(5.7) ^ = \/{«(z,£/z):«e^®^}

in L (w^). Applying Theorem 3.5 yields the following.

5.8 Theorem. //" S, and S2 are fundamental subnormal operators and their

preferred representations satisfy (5.5), then the minimal normal extension of

Sx ® S2 is multiplication by zxz2 on the subspace

y^ = {fe L2(p) : f(z, £/z) e J¡ a.e. [*/]}.

There may be a conceptual advantage here in using the language of direct

integrals. Theorem 5.8 can be rephrased by saying that the minimal normal

extension of Sx ® S2 is unitarily equivalent to multiplication by £ on the space

r^dHo.
If 5, and S2 are Bergman operators or if they are cyclic subnormal oper-

ators, then Theorem 5.8 gives rather specific information. Let us examine the

cyclic case first.

Let Sx and S2 be cyclic subnormal operators. From the general theory

(see [7, pp. 146-147]) it can be assumed that each S¿ is multiplication by the
2 2

independent variable on P (p¡), the closure of the polynomials in L (pt). If
2 2?

p = px x p2, then it is not difficult to see that P (px) ® P (p2) — P (p), the

L2(p) closure of the analytic polynomials in two variables. Thus Sx ® S2 is

multiplication by zxz2 on P (p).
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2
5.9 Theorem. If Si is multiplication by z on P (p¡), i — 1, 2, p = pxx p2,

px and p2 satisfy (5.5), and rj¡- is defined as in (5.6), then the minimal normal

extension of Sx ® S2 is unitarily equivalent to multiplication by zxz2 on

JY = {fe L2(p): f(z, £/z) e R2^) a.e. [u]},

2 2
where R0(f]r) is the closure in L (n^) of the rational functions whose only pole

is at 0.

Proof. If p(z, w) is a polynomial, then for £ / 0, p(z, £/z) is a rational
2

function whose only pole is at 0. From (5.7), we see that J^ = RQ(t]¡.) for

£ t¿ 0. The theorem is now immediate from Theorem 5.8.   D

Once again employing direct integrals, the preceding theorem says that the

minimal normal extension of Sx ® S2 is unitarily equivalent to multiplication

by C on fR¡(nc)dHO.

5.10 Corollary. If Sx and S2 are cyclic subnormal operators, then the minimal

normal extension of Sx ® S2 is Nx ® A2 if and only if ker A, = ker A2 = (0)

and Rl(r¡() = L2(«{) a.e. [v].

Now let S i be the Bergman operator, multiplication by z on La(G¡) for

some bounded open subset C7( of C. Theorem 5.8 applies to give the minimal

normal extension of Sx ® S2. However in this case The Coarea Formula can be

used to obtain an explicit formula for the measure n¡. defined in (5.7).

For £ ^ 0, note that the set Y¡. = {z e Gx : £/z e G2} is an open subset

of Gx and 0 ^ el Y¡-. If G = Gx x G2 and (j>(zx, z2) = zxz2, Lemma 4.12

implies that if Hx is 1-dimensional Hausdorff measure on <f>~ (£), then for «

in L\HX),

f       hdHx= [ h(z,Um\~2[\Q2 + \z\\dséx.
J </>-'(() JY^

Thus

(5.11) úf«c(z) = |£r2[|£|2 + |z|4]í/j/1(z)|yí.

Each function in La(Gx x G2) is the kernel of a Hilbert-Schmidt integral

operator from La(Gx) into La(G2). By using standard representations of such

operators, we can conclude that La(Gx x G2) = La(Gx) ® La(G2). Combining

this with Theorem 5.8 gives the following.

5.12 Theorem. Let Gx and G2 be bounded open subsets of C and for £^0,

let Yç = {z e Gx: £/z e G2}.   If wf  is the measure defined in (5.11) and

S^r = V{MZ> C/z): h e L2a(Gx x G2)}, then the minimal normal extension of

Sx ®S2 is multiplication by zxz2 on

jr = {feL2(Gx x G2):for\séx\ a.e. £, f(z, C/z)e^}.
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Note from (5.11) that because 0 £ clY^, n¡. and séx\Y¡. axe boundedly

mutually absolutely continuous measures. Thus for each £ ^ 0, J^ is a closed

subspace of L2(yf). It seems possible that ^ ^ L2(yf). When equality occurs

a further improvement is possible.

As an illustration, consider the tensor product of the Bergman shift with

itself. Here S = multiplication by z on L2(D) and S ® S = multiplication

by zxz2 onL2(B2) = L>)®L2(B).

5.13 Theorem. For 0 < |£| < 1, let Y, be the annulus {z: |£| < \z\ < 1}. If

S is the Bergman shift, then the minimal normal extension of the tensor product

of S with itself is multiplication by zxz2 on the space

{feL2(B2): z^f(z, £/z) e L2a(Y¿for [sé{] a.e. £} .

Proof. From Theorem 5.9 we know that the minimal normal extension of S ®

S is multiplication by z{z2 on the space 3? - {f e L2(B2): f(z, £/z) G

R0(rir)[séx] a.e.}, where «, is the measure defined on Y¡. by (5.11). As observed

before,  n. and séx\Y^ are boundedly mutually absolutely continuous.   Thus

ivJ(»c) = L2(yc) for £^0.   D

If y is a smooth Jordan curve in C, let P2(y) denote the closure of the

polynomials in L2(y) = the L2 space of arc length measure. Also recall that if

G is a bounded Carathéodory region, the polynomials are dense in L2a(G) [7,

p. 186]. This paper concludes with an application of Theorem 5.9 to the cyclic

subnormal operators defined by multiplication by z on the spaces P (y) and

Ll(G)-
5.14 Theorem. Let y be a smooth Jordan curve and let G be a bounded

Carathédory region. Let S be multiplication by z on P (y) and let T be

multiplication by z on the Bergman space La(G), with minimal normal exten-

sions N and M, respectively. If 0 lies either on or inside y or if for every

nonzero £ in C the curve Ç/y is not contained in clG, then N ® M is the

minimal normal extension of S<8>T. Conversely, if N ®M is the minimal nor-

mal extension of S ® T, then either 0 lies on or inside y or for every nonzero

£ in C, the curve Ç/y is not contained in G.

Proof. Half the theorem can be proved immediately. Suppose that for every

nonzero £ the curve £/y is not contained in clG. Hence Y¡. = {zey: £/z e

clG} is a proper compact subset of y . By Lavrentiev's Theorem P(Y¿) = C(Y¡.)

and so JÇ (as defined in (5.7)) = L (n^). Hence N®M is the minimal normal

extension of S ® T by Theorem 5.8. Now suppose that 0 G cl(insy). If 0 G y

and £ # 0, then Y¡. is a compact subset of y that does not contain 0 and

hence must be proper.  Again Lavrentiev's Theorem implies P(Y¡.) = C(Y¡.)

and so JC = L (nS) for nonzero £. Since area measure has no mass at 0,

Corollary 3.6 implies that NX®N2 is the minimal normal extension of Sx ®S2.

If 0 G ins y, then the result follows by Theorem 5.3.
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To begin the proof of the converse, let y : [0, 1] -> C with y = u+iv . Define

(j>: [0, 1] x C7^C by <f>(t, z) = y(t)z. Hence,

<j)(t, z) = <f)(t, x, y) - (x + iy)(u(t) + iv(t))

= (xu - yv) + i(yu + xv).

Let U(t, x, y) = xu(t) -yv(t) and V(t, x, y) = yu(t) - xv(t) and calculate

the Jacobian of <f>,

\Jcp\¿
U<    Uy
V<    Vy

+ U,   Ux
K   vx

+
u u

x y

V V
x y

Performing the necessary calculations we obtain

|y«¿|2 = M4 + |z|2|y|V|2.

Now fix £ = a + iß t¿ 0.   So <f (£) is a portion of the curve OJt) =

(t, £/y(0) • Changing to real coordinates we get that <p~ (£) is a portion of the

curve

*c(f) = (t, [au(t) + ßv(t)]\y(t)f2, [jf?M(0 - av(t)]\y(t)f2).

Performing the necessary calculations we obtain

i^(oi2 = [i7(or+i£i2i/(')i2]i7(or4-

If lc = {te[0, 1]: Ç/y(t)eG}, L = {£ g C: <¿>-1(£) # 0} , and 7/f denotes

1-dimensional Hausdorff measure on <f>~x(Q , then The Coarea Formula gives

that for g in L (p),

(5.15)      fgdp=  f \f       \J<f>\-XgdH
J Jl \Je-Uc)

dsé.(C)

dséx(Q.= ¡\¡I \(J<t>)(^r(t))flg(^r(t))\^r(t)\dt

After simplifying we have

Jgdp=nj¡ \y(t)\-2g(^(t))dt   dsex(0.

By the uniqueness of the disintegration of measures, the first equation in

(5.15) is almost the disintegration of p with respect to the function <f>. Specif-

ically, if A(£) is the normalizing constant

A(£)=i       \Jcf>\-XdHc,

then dv(Q = A(Qdséx(Q and dk¡. = A(£)  V^l  ' dH¡. gives the disintegra-
tion of p with respect to the function <f>. If for any Borel set E contained in
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Y¡. we denote by E¡. the set {(z, £/z): z e E} , then

»f(£)=Af(^) = A(£)-1| \J4>\-xdHc
£

= A(£)-1Í       |(y0)(Oc(í))r1|4>'c(Ol^í'
Jy    (£)

= A(£)-' /        h/Wf2^.

Multiplying and dividing by \y'(t)\ gives

(5.16) n(E) = A(Q-x f      [\y(t)\2\y'(t)\fl\y'(t)\dt.

To complete the proof of the theorem, assume that the conditions are not

satisfied. That is, assume that 0 ^ cl(ins y) and there is a £0 such that £0/y ç

G. Since G is open, there is a <5 > 0 such that £/y ç G for |£ - £0| < S.

Hence yf = y for |£ - £0| < ô . Since 0 £ y and y is a smooth curve, there

are positive constants m and M such that m < |y(í)| \y'(t)\<M. Thus from

(5.16),  n^ and arc length measure on y are boundedly mutually absolutely
2 2

continuous for |£ - £0| < ô . Since 0 £ ins y , it follows that RQ(r¡.) ^ L (n.)

for |£ - £0| < ô . Since this set of £ has positive area, Corollary 5.10 implies

that A, ® N2 is not the minimal normal extension of Sx ® S2.   O
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